Designing and pricing new products is one of the most critical activities for a firm, and it is well-known that taking into account consumer preferences for design decisions is essential for products later to be successful in a competitive environment (e.g., Urban and Hauser 1993) . Consequently, measuring consumer preferences among multiattribute alternatives has been a primary concern in marketing research as well, and among many methodologies developed, conjoint analysis (Green and Rao 1971) has turned out to be one of the most widely used preference-based techniques for identifying and evaluating new product concepts. Moreover, a number of conjoint-based models with special focus on mathematical programming techniques for optimal product (line) design have been proposed (e.g., Zufryden 1977 , 1982 , Green and Krieger 1985 , 1987b , 1992 , Kohli and Krishnamurti 1987 , Kohli and Sukumar 1990 , Dobson and Kalish 1988 , Balakrishnan and Jacob 1996 , Chen and Hausman 2000 . These models are directed at determining optimal product concepts using consumers' idiosyncratic or segment level part-worth preference functions estimated previously within a conjoint framework.
on expected profits of feasible product line solutions) and are easily adjustable to different objectives without the need for major algorithmic modifications.
To assess the performance of the GA methodology for the product line design problem, we employ sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation. Sensitivity analysis is carried out to study the performance of the Genetic Algorithm w.r.t. varying GA parameter values (population size, crossover probability, mutation rate) and to finetune these values in order to provide near optimal solutions. Based on more than 1500 sensitivity runs applied to different problem sizes ranging from 12.650 to 10.586.800 feasible product line candidate solutions, we can recommend: (a) as expected, that a larger problem size be accompanied by a larger population size, with a minimum popsize of 130 for small problems and a minimum popsize of 250 for large problems, (b) a crossover probability of at least 0.9 and (c) an unexpectedly high mutation rate of 0.05 for small/medium-sized problems and a mutation rate in the order of 0.01 for large problem sizes.
Following the results of the sensitivity analysis, we evaluated the GA performance for a large set of systematically varying market scenarios and associated problem sizes. We generated problems using a 4-factorial experimental design which varied by the number of attributes, number of levels in each attribute, number of items to be introduced by a new seller and number of competing firms except the new seller. The results of the Monte Carlo study with a total of 276 data sets that were analyzed show that the GA works efficiently in both providing near optimal product line solutions and CPU time. Particularly, (a) the worstcase performance ratio of the GA observed in a single run was 96.66%, indicating that the profit of the best product line solution found by the GA was never less than 96.66% of the profit of the optimal product line, (b) the hit ratio of identifying the optimal solution was 84.78% (234 out of 276 cases) and (c) it tooks at most 30 seconds for the GA to converge. Considering the option of Genetic Algorithms for repeated runs with (slightly) changed parameter settings and/or different initial populations (as opposed to many other heuristics) further improves the chances of finding the optimal solution.
data obtained by conjoint analysis, which can be characterized as a one-step approach to product line design. In contrast, a two-step approach would start by first reducing the total set of feasible product profiles to a smaller set of promising items (reference set of candidate items) from which the products that constitute a product line are selected in a second step. Two-step approaches or partial models for either the first or second stage in this context have been proposed by Green and Krieger (1985 , 1987a , 1987b , 1989 , McBride and Zufryden (1988) , Kalish (1988, 1993) and, more recently, by Chen and Hausman (2000) .
Heretofore, with the only exception of Chen and Hausman's (2000) probabilistic model, all contributors to the literature on conjoint-based product line design have employed a deterministic, first-choice model of idiosyncratic preferences. Accordingly, a consumer is assumed to choose from her/his choice set the product with maximum perceived utility with certainty. However, the first choice rule seems to be an assumption too rigid for many product categories and individual choice situations, as the analyst often won't be in a position to control for all relevant variables influencing consumer behavior (e.g., situational factors). Therefore, in agreement with Chen and Hausman (2000) , we incorporate a probabilistic choice rule to provide a more flexible representation of the consumer decision making process and start from segmentspecific conjoint models of the conditional multinomial logit type. Favoring the multinomial logit model doesn't imply rejection of the widespread max-utility rule, as the MNL includes the option of mimicking this first choice rule.
We further consider profit as a firm's economic criterion to evaluate decisions and introduce fixed and variable costs for each product profile. However, the proposed methodology is flexible enough to accomodate for other goals like market share (as well as for any other probabilistic choice rule). This model flexibility is provided by the implemented Genetic Algorithm as the underlying solver for the resulting nonlinear integer programming problem. Genetic Algorithms merely use objective function information (in the present context on expected profits of feasible product line solutions) and are easily adjustable to different objectives without the need for major algorithmic modifications.
To assess the performance of the GA methodology for the product line design problem, we employ sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation. Sensitivity analysis is carried out to study the performance of the Genetic Algorithm w.r.t. varying GA parameter values (population size, crossover probability, mutation rate) and to finetune these values in order to provide near optimal solutions. Based on more than 1500 sensitivity runs applied to different problem sizes ranging from 12.650 to 10.586.800 feasible product line candidate solutions, we can recommend:
(a) as expected, that a larger problem size be accompanied by a larger population size, with a minimum popsize of 130 for small problems and a minimum popsize of 250 for large problems, (b) a crossover probability of at least 0.9 and (c) an unexpectedly high mutation rate of 0.05 for small/medium-sized problems and a mutation rate in the order of 0.01 for large problem sizes.
Following the results of the sensitivity analysis, we evaluated the GA performance for a large set of systematically varying market scenarios and associated problem sizes. We generated problems using a 4-factorial experimental design which varied by the number of attributes, number of levels in each attribute, number of items to be introduced by a new seller and number of competing firms except the new seller. The results of the Monte Carlo study with a total of 276 data sets that were analyzed show that the GA works efficiently in both providing near optimal product line solutions and CPU time. Particularly, (a) the worst-case performance ratio of the GA observed in a single run was 96.66%, indicating that the profit of the best product line solution found by the GA was never less than 96.66% of the profit of the optimal product line, (b) the hit ratio of identifying the optimal solution was 84.78% (234 out of 276 cases) and (c) it tooks at most 30 seconds for the GA to converge. Considering the option of Genetic Algorithms for repeated runs with (slightly) changed parameter settings and/or different initial populations (as opposed to many other heuristics) further improves the chances of finding the optimal solution.
A Probabilistic One-Step Approach to the Optimal Product Line Design

Problem
Using Conjoint and Cost Data 1 Introduction
Designing and pricing new products is one of the most critical activities for a firm, and it is wellknown that taking into account consumer preferences for design decisions is essential for products later to be successful in a competitive environment (e.g., Urban and Hauser 1993) .
Consequently, measuring consumer preferences among multiattribute alternatives has been a primary concern in marketing research as well, and among many methods developed, conjoint analysis (Green and Rao 1971) has turned out to be one of the the most widely used preferencebased techniques for identifying and evaluating new product concepts. This is reflected by a huge number of contributions in the marketing literature that have been devoted to both theoretical advances (for reviews, see Green and Srinivasan 1978 , Green and Krieger 1996 and practical applications (e.g., see Wittink 1982, Wittink and Cattin 1989 ) of conjoint analysis. Moreover, a number of conjoint-based models with special focus on mathematical programming techniques for optimal product (line) design have been developed (e.g., Zufryden 1977 , 1982 , Green and Krieger 1985 , 1987b , 1992 , Kohli and Krishnamurti 1987 , Kohli and Sukumar 1990 , Dobson and Kalish 1988 , Balakrishnan and Jacob 1996 , Chen and Hausman 2000 . These models seek to determine optimal product concepts using consumers' idiosyncratic or segment level part-worth preference functions estimated previously within a conjoint framework.
Optimal product design models proposed so far can be classified according to the following three criteria: (1) the underlying objective function (maximizing profit, share of choices or welfare), (2) the type of choice rule employed (deterministic or probabilistic) and (3) whether only one or multiple items are considered for introduction or modification (single product or product line).
As conjoint-based searching for optimal product designs results in combinatorial optimization problems because of the typically discrete nature of attributes used in conjoint studies, and nearly all of these problems are known to be mathematically intractable or NP-hard, mainly heuristic solution procedures have been proposed for the various problem types (for a comprehensive review of research in marketing on optimal product (line) design, see Kaul and Rao 1995) .
In the following, we focus on the product line design problem. As compared to almost all previous contributions on optimal product line design in which the first choice rule is used to model consumers' choices, we start from segment-specific conjoint models of the conditional multinomial logit type (CMNL) and therefore incorporate probabilistic choice. To the best of our knowledge, only Chen and Hausman (2000) to date have employed a probabilistic choice rule in the context of conjoint-based optimal product line design but their approach (as opposed to ours) requires a reference set of candidate products from which the new product line is selected to be predetermined. We further consider profit contribution as a seller's economic criterion to evaluate decisions. However, the proposed methodology is flexible enough to accomodate for other goals like market share. This model flexibility is provided by the use of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) that is employed to solve the resulting nonlinear integer programming problem.
Genetic Algorithms, a probabilistic search technique from the field of artificial intelligence research, merely use objective function information (in the present context about expected profits of feasible product line solutions), and are easily adjustable to different objectives without the need for major algorithmic modifications. An important feature of the GA approach is that it allows for constructing product line candidates directly from attribute level part-worths data which is preferable to reference set enumeration if the number of attributes and attribute levels is large and most multi-attribute items represented by different attribute level combinations are economically and technologically feasible Sukumar 1990, Nair et al. 1995) . With our application of the GA methodology to product line design, we follow Balakrishnan and Jacob (1996) who recently introduced the use of Genetic Algorithms to the product design literature.
They have dealt with the problem of identifying a share maximizing new single product design and have shown their algorithm to be of excellent performance (with an average 99,13% closeto-optimal ratio across 192 data sets).
The paper is organized as follows; in §2, we first briefly review some basic aspects of optimal product (line) design concerning the conjoint measurement methodology and choice modeling issues. It follows an overview of hitherto proposed profit-oriented models for product line design and selection. In §3, the new conjoint-based probabilistic product line design model is formalized as a nonlinear integer programming problem with special focus on profit maximizing firms. After a short introduction into the basic GA process, we then present the genetic algorithm developed for solving the seller's problem. We further discuss some problems of GA implementation arising specifically with product line design. In $4, we describe the experimental methodology used to evaluate the performance of the proposed GA methodology and present the associated results. §5 summarizes the contents of the paper and draws an outlook onto future research perspectives.
Background 8
Customer Preference Measurement
Preference-based product (line) design requires customers' preferences to be determined in the run-up. In the present context of conjoint analysis, one first selects attributes considered relevant in the customers' eyes, and a discrete number of feasible levels is fixed for each attribute. The next step is to collect scaled preference evaluations from respondents with regard to a subset of multi-attribute product profiles (stimuli) constructed according to a fractional factorial design.
From these preference data, idiosyncratic part-worth preference functions are estimated for each respondent applying decompositional methods (typically OLS regression). Alternatively, attribute level part-worths can be computed from respondents' simulated choice data which is then called a choice-based conjoint analysis (CBC) and establishes a direct connection between preference and choice (e.g., see Louviere and Woodworth 1983) . CBC involves the specification of a discrete choice model (like CMNL) and is usually conducted at the aggregate level resulting in pooled attribute level parameter estimations. No matter how, as the part-worth utilities have been estimated, composite utilities for any feasible product profile constructable from the underlying attribute levels can be predicted and used to evaluating new product concepts. Typically, only main effects (and, sometimes, a few two-way interaction effects) are estimated in conjoint studies to limit the loss of predictive power of the model from estimating too many parameters Srinivasan 1990, Green and Krieger 1996) .
As Wittink and Cattin (1989) have reported from a survey on commercial applications of conjoint analysis, market segmentation ranks among the primary purposes of suppliers in conjoint studies. If segmentation issues are of particular interest, individual level part-worth estimations might further be clustered to form market segments (post hoc segmentation).
Moreover, a number of procedures for simultaneously performing market segmentation and calibrating segment-level part-worths in conjoint analysis have been delevoped in recent years.
Such methodes for simultaneous segmentation and estimation have been proposed for both the traditional conjoint and the CBC approach (see Wedel and Kamakura 1998 for a comprehensive review).
Choice Modeling
To model consumers' choices, one needs to specify both a preference model (e.g., a main-effects part-worth model) and a choice rule. While the first one defines the functional relationship between attribute values of a product and a consumer's or a segment's overall utility attached to it, the latter relates preference to choice.
Under a deterministic, first choice rule of preferences, a consumer is assumed to choose from her/his choice set the product with the highest associated utility with certainty. Consequently, an individual is expected to switch to a new product if it offers to her/him a higher utility than her/his current favorite brand. However, the first choice rule seems to represent an assumption too restrictive for many product categories and individual choice situations, as the analyst is possibly not able to consider all variables that influence consumer behavior (e.g., situational factors) and then cannot infer actual choice from preference with certainty. As a result, applying the first choice rule improperly leads to suboptimal results on the aggregate market level, as market shares of products with higher utilities across consumers would be overestimated.
Consequently, the use of a probabilistic choice rule can often provide a more realistic representation of the consumer decision making process (e.g., see Kaul and Rao 1995) .
Moreover, some probabilistic choice rules (like the ones discussed below) offer high flexibility in calibrating actual choice behavior including the option of mimicking the first choice rule.
Reviewing the literature on optimal product design, two probabilistic choice rules have been employed so far: the generalized (or powered) Bradley-Terry-Luce share-of-utility rule (GBTL, α-rule) and the logit choice rule (CMNL).
According to the GBTL model, a consumer i's (segment i's) choice probability P ij w.r.t. a product j ( ,..., ) j J = 1 is defined by the ratio of its associated deterministic utility V ij to the sum of associated deterministic utilities for the various alternatives considered for buying:
The GBTL model can be calibrated on actual market shares by post hoc optimization of the decision constant alpha (e.g., see Green and Krieger 1993) . With α → ∞ , GBTL approximates the first-choice rule, and with α = 1, the model mimics the traditional BTL share-of-utility rule.
Starting from the assumption of independently and identically extreme value type I distributed error terms, one arrives at the logit choice rule, a discrete choice model (McFadden 1974) .
Considering a conditional multinomial logit (CMNL), the probability P ij that a consumer i (a segment i's consumer) will choose brand j from a set of J alternatives is:
Like with GBTL, calibration on actual market shares can be carried out subsequently to preference estimation by post hoc optimization of the scaling parameter µ (e.g., Choi and DeSarbo 1993) . As µ goes to infinity, the logit behaves like a deterministic model, and as µ approaches zero, it becomes a uniform distribution. However, discrete choice models are best suited to estimate consumers' preferences directly from choice data (e.g., see Green and Krieger 1996) . In this case, preference estimation and model calibration perform simultaneously and tests for statistical inferences about a particular model and its parameters are available. Then, the scaling parameter µ is absorbed by the other parameters of V ij .
Profit-Oriented Approaches to Product Line Design
A number of researchers have proposed (part-worth) utility-based procedures for selecting a product line maximizing a seller's profit. These approaches can be classified into two categories.
One-step approaches solve the problem by constructing product lines directly from part-worth preference and cost/return functions. Two-step approaches, on the other hand, start by reducing the total set of feasible product profiles to a smaller set of promising items (reference set of candidate items) from which the products that constitute a product line are selected in a second step with the objective of maximum profit contribution. The final product line decision in the second step is made on the basis of total utility and total profit of each reference set item (as opposed to part-worth preferences and costs/returns at the individual attribute level).
Most researchers dealing with the two-step approach have introduced partial models which are limited to the second step, i.e., the determination of a product line from a reference set of candidate items (e.g., Green and Krieger 1985 , McBride and Zufryden 1988 , Dobson and Kalish 1988 , Chen and Hausman 2000 . Mainly, greedy and greedy-interchange heuristics have been proposed to solve these second step problems. Only Green and Krieger (1987a , 1987b , 1989 have also considered the question of how to generate such a reference set in an appropriate way and have presented several heuristic procedures. Kohli and Sukumar (1990) and Nair et al. (1995) , on the other hand, have proposed one-step approaches to optimal product line design. Chen and Hausman (2000) have closed this gap w.r.t. the two-step approach by presenting a probabilistic model for the second step problem, we now present a probabilistic one-step approach to the optimal product line design problem maximizing a seller's profit.
Afterwards, we propose the use and assess the performance of Genetic Algorithms (GA) to solve the problem.
Description of Problem
As typical for conjoint-based product (line) design models, the utility function is assumed to be an additive main effects part-worth model. We further model consumer behavior at the segment level which has become very popular in recent years (see section 2.1), although one could also assume individual level part-worth utilities without loss of generality. Thus, from a seller's point of view who wants to launch a new product line consisting of R new items, the conjoint utility function can be specified as follows:
where
$ R : set of new items to be selected by the seller ( ,..., ) r R = 1 ; V ir : segment i's (deterministic) utility for the seller's item r; λ ikl : segment i's part-worth utility with respect to level l of attribute k; e klr : a (0,1) variable that equals 1 if level l of attribute k is assigned to the seller's item r.
Using the logit choice rule (CMNL) and taking into account existing brands of competitors, the choice probability of (an individual of) segment i w.r.t. the seller's item r R ' $ ∈ is:
where $ J : set of existing competitive brands ( j J = 1,..., ); P ir' : probability that (a consumer of ) segment i will choose the seller's item r'; µ : scaling parameter of the CMNL model ( µ > 0 ).
Assuming profit maximization as the seller's goal, variable and fixed costs are to be included into the model as well. Following the SIMOPT model of Green and Krieger (1992) , the variable unit cost function is assumed to be a linear-additive model that can be formulated as follows: is employed providing the opportunity to assign fixed costs to item r if these do also depend on its profile r e klr .
Notes on allocating fixed costs to products can be found in Dobson and Kalish (1993) 
{ }
Objective function (6) maximizes the total profit the seller obtains by offering a product line of R items. Constraint (7) requires that exactly one level of each attribute is assigned to each item (exclusiveness condition). Constraint (8) ensures that several items of the seller pairwise must differ in at least one attribute level (divergence condition). Finally, constraint (9) represents the binary restrictions with regard to the decision variables of the optimization problem.
Application of Genetic Algorithms to Product Line Design
Genetic Algorithms (GA), first proposed by Holland (1975) , are based on the principle of natural selection which results in 'survival of the fittest'. Recently, Balakrishnan and Jacob (1996) introduced the use of GA to the product design literatur. They have dealt with the problem of finding a share maximizing new single product assuming a deterministic first choice behavior.
As their GA implementation has shown to be of excellent performance (with an average 99.13%
close-to-optimal ratio across 192 data sets), we now propose and evaluate the GA approach with respect to the above stated problem of optimal product line design. corresponds to attribute k of item r and is made up of L k binary string positions reflecting the feasible levels of attribute k. Consequently, a one in a specific substring denotes the presence of a specific attribute level implying the other L k −1 substring positions (i.e., attribute levels) to be zero at the same time.
Following the basic GA process (e.g., see Goldberg 1989 , Michalewicz 1996 , the seller's problem (6)- (9) is solved iteratively in the following way. First, an initial population P 0 of G strings is randomly generated and each string is assigned a fitness value which corresponds to its profit value obtained by calculating (6), respectively. Then, evolution (optimization) starts by applying the standard genetic operators reproduction, crossover and mutation to create successively new generations of offspring ( P t , t = 1 2 , ,...). By reproduction, strings are copied according to their fitness, i.e., strings with higher profit values are granted a higher probability to participate in the creation of offspring reflecting the idea of the 'survival of the fittest'. To operationalize the reproduction operator, we employ a binary tournament selection procedure (Dawid 1996) : G/2 pairs of strings are randomly chosen from the actual population (with replacement) and from each pair of strings only the product line candidate solution with higher profit evaluation is selected for mating.
After reproduction, each two of the parent strings in the mating pool are picked randomly (without replacement) and each pair of strings undergoes crossover with probability p cross .
Specifically, crossover proceeds at the substring level (because the unit of interest is the attribute)
in exchanging a number of substrings between two parent strings leading to two new product line candidate solutions. We use simple one-point crossover by randomly fixing one cross site and then swapping the partial strings to the right of this crossover point. With R new items and K+1
attributes, there are R K ⋅ + − ( ) 1 1 feasible cross sites.
Subsequent to crossover, each offspring is provided a chance to mutate. Like crossover, mutation acts at the substring level by picking a single attribute with probability p mut and then by altering the corresponding attribute level within this substring at random. Mutation is known as a background operator, as mutation rates too high would disturb the search process and would lead to some kind of random search. Empirical findings indicate a mutation probability p mut on the order of one mutation per thousand "bits" as a rule of thumb to obtain good solutions (e.g., Goldberg 1989 , Dawid 1996 . Whereas reproduction reduces the diversity in the population, mutation maintains a certain degree of heterogeneity of string solutions which is necessary to avoid premature convergence of the GA process.
Once the transition process from P t to P t+1 is completed, the newly generated product line candidates are assigned their associated fitness values. Each time a new generation is created, the algorithm further checks whether or not an underlying stopping condition is met. Following Balakrishnan and Jacob (1996) , we use a moving average rule as stopping criterion, as they have shown this rule to provide a good indication of convergence to a solution. Specifically, the GA process terminates if the average fitness of the three best strings of the current generation has increased by less than x% (convergence rate) as compared to the average fitness of the three best strings over the three previous generations. We set the convergence rate to 0.2% to impose a sufficiently strong condition to convergence (Balakrishnan and Jacob 1996) . Finally, in each generation the highest fitness value achieved so far and its corresponding string are updated and stored to make sure that the best product line solution found over all generations (and not only of the final generation) is returned at convergence. The GA implementation is fully described in Appendix A.
We now discuss how the divergence condition (8) 
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed GA by means of sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation. First, we study the sensitivity of the approximation of optimal solutions w.r.t. varying parameter values (population size, crossover probability, mutation rate)
for different problem sizes. Second, based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, we employ a Monte Carlo simulation to obtain evidence on the approximation behavior and CPU time requirements of the GA. In particular, we provide degrees of approximation (relative to optimal solutions), hit rates and CPU times across a large set of problem instances.
Parameter Selection for the Genetic Algorithm
To recommend parameter values for population size, crossover and mutation probabilities which
provide near optimal solutions we analyze sensitivity of GA solutions for various product market specifications with different problem sizes. This analysis may show that different problem sizes require different parameter values (e.g., it can be expected that population size varies with the number of feasible product line solutions, hence, with the size of the search space).
Hypothetical data used for GA configuration refer to the product category 'sneakers' and are based on sellers' catalogues and a survey of retailing selling personnel. Attributes considered are price, cushioning system, stability and upper with 5, 5, 4 and 4 attibute levels, respectively. Partworth utilities of the corresponding attribute levels are generated in a way to reflect differences between up to four segments (A, B, C, D), e.g., with respect to price sensitivity (for more details, see Appendix B).
To simplify interpretation of results, we assume for both sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation that (a) segment sizes Q i are identical and (2) fixed costs do not vary across feasible product profiles. Based on these assumptions optimal solutions are determined for problems with 2 attributes (price and cushioning system), 3 attributes (price, cushioning system and stability) and 4 attributes (price, cushioning system, stability and upper) which are specified in table 1. The number of feasible product line solutions (i.e., the size of the search space) depends on the number K+1 of product attributes, the number L k of levels of attribute k and the number R of new items to be introduced by the seller in the following manner: The four segment combinations (BC, ABC, BCD, ABCD) represent the product markets analyzed in the various optimization runs. Problems are defined in such a way that their optimal solution can be found by complete enumeration. This allows to examine how well the solutions determined heuristically by the GA approximate the optimal solutions.
Sensitivity analysis is based on a 12×5×3 factorial design with 12 values of population size (G) in the range [30; 250] , at increments of 20 strings, 5 values of crossover probability p cross (0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9; 1.0) and 3 different mutation rates p mut (0.0; 0.01; 0.05). Values of crossover and mutation probabilities are set in accordance with experiences gained in previous GA applications which suggest a crossover probability of at least 0.6 and a very low mutation rate.
1
Because of the lack of comparable results, more values of population size are studied.
Computations are performed for two randomly generated starting configurations of existing items of incumbent firms for each of the five problems contained in table 1. Table 2 shows recommended parameter values for the GA on the basis of more than 1500 test runs and associated average degrees of approximation (Avg_Appr) of the optimal solutions (e.g., for problem 4 the highest average degree of approximation w.r.t. crossover was achieved for a crossover probability of 1.0). 2 For the smaller problems 1 and 2, even population sizes of 130 and 150, respectively, lead to very high degrees of approximation. That is why we do without test runs with higher populations sizes for these problems. As expected, a larger problem size (search space) requires a larger population size in order to capture the higher diversity of product line candidate solutions. In other words, a sufficient degree of heterogeneity of string solutions (especially w.r.t. the initial population) is necessary to guarantee that the solution space is explored thoroughly and a satisfactory high degree of approximation can be attained. On the other hand, a population size which is too large increases CPU time, but may improve approximation to only a modest extent. Similar to the elbow criterion known from cluster analysis, population sizes can be set to a value after which improvements of approximation level off. Especially for problems of type 5, even higher values of population size ( G > 250 ) can be expected to lead to still better approximations (see figure 1 ). Unequivocal recommendations can be given for crossover probabilities. Without exception, crossover probabilities greater equal 0.9 (in four out of five cases even equal to 1.0) are appropriate. On the whole, we see a clear tendency that higher crossover probabilities lead to better approximations.
Results w.r.t. mutation rates are somewhat surprising. For the small and medium problems 1, 2 and 3 the recommended value of 0.05 is unexpectedly high (despite the fact that mutation acts at the substring level). For the larger problems 4 and 5, on the other hand, high mutation rates have a negative effect on approximation and seem to disturb the search process by putting too much weight on the random component. For large problems the recommended mutation rate of 1% at the substring level lies within the usual range.
Monte Carlo Simulation
In view of our experiences with the GA w.r.t. sensitivity to changes in parameter values, we employed a Monte Carlo study to assess the GA performance for a large set of systematically varying market scenarios and associated problem sizes. We generated problems using a 3×3×3×3 factorial experimental design which varied by the number of attributes (including price) in the product category (3, 4, 5) , number of levels in each attribute (2, 3, 4) , number of items to be introduced by a new seller (2, 3, 4) and number of competitors (1, 2, 3) except the new seller. In order not to go beyond the scope of the study, we further coupled the number of segments as well as the number of existing items of the incumbent firms to the number of new items to be introduced by the seller.
3 Of the 81 possible problems, we solved a subset of 69 problems. The remaining problems are not solved because of exorbitant CPU time requirements for complete enumeration which is once again used to identify optimal product line solutions. Four replications were solved for each of the 69 problems leading to a total of 276 data sets that were analyzed.
For each replication, segment-specific part-worth utilities and variable costs of attribute levels were generated randomly from uniform distributions. Moreover, starting configurations of existing items of competitors were fixed at random each time. As for most products consumers are price-sensitive, we additionally ensured that higher price levels were assigned lower partworth utilities.
Following the results of the GA configuration, we set GA parameter values w.r.t. to the various problems depending on the respective problem size, as is shown in table 3: Table 4 gives an overview of the Monte Carlo study and shows the associated simulation results.
For a clear representation, we summarized results from 12 simulation runs w.r.t. each problem size (4 replications with 1, 2 or 3 competitors, respectively). Remember that the problem size which results according to expression (10) does not depend on the number of competing firms in a product market.
As the simulation results indicate, the GA provided near optimal solutions for nearly all data sets analyzed, with a worst-case average performance ratio of 99.55% w.r.t. the various problem sizes (i.e., averaged across 12 replications, respectively) and a minimum performance ratio of 96.66 % in a single run. That is, the profit of the best product line found by the GA across 276 data sets was never less than 96.66 % of the profit of the optimal product line. In addition, the standard deviations σ (Appr) of performance ratios w.r.t. the various problems always lie within a 1% range indicating a high robustness of the GA. Figure 2 shows the fraction of problems with a performance ratio within a specified interval and the number of cases in which the optimal solution was found by the GA. The performance ratio was at least 99% in 272 cases (98% in 244 cases) out of a total of 276 cases and the hit rate was 84.78% (i.e., the optimal solution was identified in 234 cases). Depending on problem size, it tooks on average between 3.17 and 14.83
generations and not more than 30 seconds in a single run for the GA to reach convergence. 94;95[ [95;96[ [96;97[ [97;98[ [98;99[ [99;100 [ 100
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Analyses of variances were performed to assess the impact of the four factors (number of attributes, number of attribute levels, number of new items, number of competitors) on both the number of generations and CPU time. W.r.t. the number of generations, only main effects turned out to be statistically significant (with an overall R 2 of 0.64) indicating that the GA requires more generations to converge as the number of attributes, the number of attribute levels or the number of new items to be introduced increases ( p < 0 001 . , respectively). However, the number of new items is clearly of less importance (with an associated eta-squared value of η = 0124 . )
than the number of attributes and attribute levels ( η = 0 418 . ;η = 0 571 . ), and the number of competitors had no significant main effect ( . ) p > 0 05 . W.r.t. CPU times, all four main effects ( p < 0 001 . , respectively) and even all two-way interactions ( p < 0 025 . , respectively) proved to be statistically significant resulting in an R 2 of 0.872. Among the main effects, the number of new items shows the strongest influence on CPU times ( η = 0 796 . ), whereas the number of competitors and related interaction terms are by far of least importance.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new probabilistic approach to the optimal product line design problem using conjoint and cost data. The model allows the inclusion of consumers' preferences, counterpart products of competitors as well as variable and fixed costs. Product lines are constructed directly from attribute level part-worths utilities and attribute level costs. To model consumers' choices, we employed segment-specific conjoint models of the conditional multinomial logit type, but it would also be possible to start from part-worths data estimated at the individual level and/or to incorporate another probabilistic choice rule like the generalized Bradley-Terry-Luce share-of-utility rule (GBTL). We developed and applied a genetic algorithm to solve the optimal product line design problem and carried out sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo simulation to assess the performance of the GA methodology. Similar to results obtained by Balakrishnan and Jacob (1996) who solved the problem of identifying a share maximizing single product design via Genetic Algorithms, our study indicates that the GA works efficiently in both providing near optimal product line solutions (with a worst-case solution of 96.66%
relative to the optimal) and CPU time (with a maximum CPU time of 30 seconds in a single run).
Although we used our model to solve the seller's problem of introducing a new product line with the objective of maximum profit contribution, the proposed framework could easily be adjusted to handle the less complex problem of maximizing share-of-choices and/or the problem of extending an existing product line (i.e., allowing for the case of already existing items owned by a seller). This is supported by the high flexibility of the GA which merely uses objective function information and, therefore, could accomodate for different fitness criteria without the need for (major) algorithmic modifications.
If interactions between attributes are to be considered, the additive main-effects utility model, as defined by expression (1), could easily be extended to that effect. Including interaction terms would not require the specification of additional decision variables. Interaction terms would merely have an effect on a string's fitness evaluation by taking into account the associated partworth utilities for preference evaluation. A way to deal with technological infeasibility of attribute level combinations would be to incorporate related interaction terms into the variable or fixed cost functions and to penalize them with high cost values.
An important feature of Genetic Algorithms is their ability to carry out repeated runs with (slightly) changed parameter values and/or different initial populations, thus improving the chances of finding the optimal or at least a near optimal solution. As Balakrishnan and Jacob (1996) have already pointed out, another important characteristic of the GA approach is that solutions obtained from other techniques can be inserted in the initial population. Thus, rather than generating all the members of the initial population at random, the GA could use knowledge about potential optima in arranging the initial population and improve on an existing solution which then defines a kind of lower bound or benchmark for GA performance. The GA methodology also provides high flexibility with regard to the final product line decision, as the decision maker may be provided by quite a number of solutions with similar high fitness values just as she/he wants. This way, the decision maker can additionally impose, e.g., strategic fit criteria for selecting the best product line.
For future research, this approach needs to be extended to consider retaliatory responses from incumbent firms. This may be verified by explicitly modeling competitive reactions within a game theoretic framework. For single brand firms, Choi and DeSarbo (1993) and Green and Krieger (1997) have already worked in this direction and have illustrated how to derive competitive strategies in conjoint analysis under the Nash equilibrium concept.
Footnotes
1 Mutation rates analyzed for sensitivity refer to the substring level and, consequently, are higher than in most GA applications in which mutation applies to individual string positions.
2 The corresponding average value of 98.6% is the arithmetic mean of approximations attained over 36 runs of the GA (12 values of population size times three values of mutation rates).
3 For example, if two new items are to be introduced, we assume a product market to consist of two segments and two items currently being offered by each of the incumbent firms. 4 The current implementation is on a 366 MHz personal computer.
(c) Mutation
Replace each of R K ⋅ + ( ) 1 substrings of each of the G offsprings with probability p mut by a new, randomly generated binary vector which fulfills the exclusivness condition (7).
Repeat mutation until divergence condition (8) is fulfilled or a maximum number of repeated mutations is exceeded.
(d) Fitness Evaluation
Set τ τ := +1 and determine the fitness values of the newly generated product line candidate solutions of generation P τ+1 according to objective function (6). Store the best string found so far together with its associated fitness. 
